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 –  Selection of preconfigured 1, 2, or 3-axis positioning systems

With “Easy Linear System”, it is now
possible to calculate the nominal life
and static load safety of multi-axis
positioning systems with driven INA
linear actuators. Influencing factors
that are typical for the product take
effect here:
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calculate possible deformations of
the linear system.
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Calculation and documentation
Calculations are carried out on
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Registration: Bearinx®-online Easy Linear System
The calculation program Bearinx®-online Easy Linear System is only available on the Internet
and can be used free of charge. After initial registration, which takes very little time, you can
start your calculation immediately.
http://bearinx-online-easy-linearsystem.schaeffler.com

Additional features: Bearinx®-online Linear Calculation
For individual requirements in calculating linear systems, we offer our customers and sales
partners the more comprehensive Bearinx®-online Linear Calculation system.
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